May 2019

Monthly data-driven threat landscape updates

Introduction
We saw a small decline in cybercriminal activity from April to May, including a
drop in detections for malware families and the number of discovered SCADA

vulnerabilities. However, there was an increase in detection counts for new
ransomware and Android malware families, as well as the RAMNIT banking
malware family. Our Smart Home Network also detected an increase in events,
which are indicators that an attack may happen.

Disclaimer
Trend Micro Research is sharing monthly threat landscape updates based on Trend Micro™ Smart Protection
Network™ (SPN) security infrastructure data. Aside from SPN sensors, gathered data also come from Trend Micro
researchers, the Zero Day Initiative (ZDI) team, the PH Threat Hunting team, the Mobile App Reputation Service
(MARS) team, and Smart Home Network (SHN).
The cutoff date for the monthly data is at the end of each month. This May, the cutoff was on May 31, 2019. The
numbers are also presented in their exact counts (i.e. no rounding decimals off to whole numbers or to the nearest
thousand).
The data in this report is a snapshot of the data gathered from sensors and parameters Trend Micro core technology
experts used during the time the report was created. As such, readers should be aware of the possibility that the figures
in the report may change retrospectively due to any future enhancements applied to the sensors and parameters.
Corresponding explanations shall accompany any and all changes in the figures in succeeding reports.
Please note that these detection numbers are derived from the coverage of the SPN sensors distributed globally, which
is not exhaustive. Those regional rankings and figures cannot be free from such distribution bias.
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SPN Overview

Threat Landscape in Review

232B
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4.3B

Queries handled

▲

April 2019:
206,844,457,552

New ransomware
families detected

▲

April 2019:
1

Threats blocked

▼

April 2019:
4,346,753,010

In May, Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ handled 232 billion queries – a 12% increase from April. Overall,
4.3 billion threats were blocked—mostly comprising of email threats at 91%. Meanwhile, the detection count for new
ransomware families increased to 4.
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Web & Email Threats

Email Threats
Top and total attachment types

There was a 27% increase in the number of file attachments
we detected in May, with .PDF rising as the top file type with
more than one million detections. According to our telemetry,
the spike was due to the volume of dating spam mails with
.PDF attachments and non-English scam mails.

By country

The United States (23.2%), China (12.9%), and Brazil (3.6%)
were the three countries with the most number of email
threats blocked in May.
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Web & Email Threats

Malicious URLs by Country
URLs hosted

Users accessed

In May, the number of malicious URLs hosted in the U.S. made up 27.4% of the global total. Meanwhile, Japan switched places
with the U.S. to take the spot for the country with the most number of users accessing malicious URLs. Japan was at 20.5%,
while the U.S. was at 17.1%.
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Web & Email Threats

BEC Attempts
Monthly comparison

By country

There was a 24.4% decrease in BEC scam attempts from April to May. The U.S., Australia, and the U.K. were the countries with
the most number of attempts.
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Web & Email Threats

BEC Attempts
Positions impersonated

Positions targeted

Chief executive officers (CEOs) and managing directors/directors were still the most impersonated positions for BEC attempts in
May. Meanwhile, finance managers were the most targeted positions for BEC scams, followed by the directors of finance and chief
financial officers (CFOs).
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Malware Threats

Malware Threats
Total and top malware trends

By country

WCRY rose as the most prevalent malware family, despite the fact that its sample counts decreased by 7% in May. Japan and the
U.S. were the countries with the most number of malware detected.
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Malware Threats

Banking Malware
Total and top malware trends

By country

RAMNIT, EMOTET and URSNIF were the top three banking malware families in May, with RAMNIT experiencing a 5.9% increase
from April. China, the U.S., and Japan remain as the top three countries with the most banking malware detections in May.
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Malware Threats

PoS Malware
Total and top malware trends

By country

Detections for PoS malware, which are threats mostly seen to target users and their card information, generally increased, except
for TINYPOS, which slightly decreased. The U.S., Poland, and Turkey had the most number of PoS malware detections in May.
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Malware Threats

Macro Malware
Total and top malware trend

By country

Macro malware increased by 39.5% from April to May. Detections for POWLOAD, the most detected macro malware family,
significantly increased by 55.2%. Garnering a 70.9% increase, Japan was the country with the most macro malware detections
in May.
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Malware Threats

Malware Types by Segment

There was a decrease in the number of banking malware detections for Enterprise (11.9%) and SMB (13.3%) segments, while Consumer (17.1%)
and Housecall (45.6%) segments increased in May. PoS malware detections for the Consumer segment remained the same, while the Enterprise
segment slightly increased. Both SMB and Housecall segments decreased in May.
Meanwhile, macro malware detections generally increased for all segments in May, with the Consumer segment significantly going up by 57.8%.
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Malware Threats

Top Android Families
Top and total

There was a 22.4% drop in Android malware family detections from April to May. The top three Android malware families were
Rootnik, Fakeapp, and XLoader.
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Ransomware

Ransomware Families
Top and others

By region/country

Despite a 6.6% dip in May, WannaCry remained as the top ransomware family by a large margin. Most ransomware threats in May
were centered around Asia (42.9%), followed by the Americas (32.8%).
*These percentages for “by country” are based on the cumulative figures from Jan 2016.
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Ransomware

Mobile Ransomware Families
Top and total

By country

In May, sample counts for mobile ransomware families decreased by 8%. Slocker was still the most detected family, followed by
Svpeng and Flocker. The most number of mobile ransomware families surged in China by 113.2%, staying at the top of the global
total. Sample counts for India and Japan slightly dropped from April to May.
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Botnet

Botnet: C&C Servers, Connections, and C&C Malware
Total and key families

Servers and connections

The overall detection numbers for C&C-related malware by unique server count significantly decreased by 71.7% from April to
May. Meanwhile, the number of botnet C&C servers saw a 36.3% decrease from April to May, while the number of botnet
connections (queries or connections with the server) also slightly decreased by 6.9%.
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Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities
By key vendors

By SCADA and zero-day

In May, Adobe topped the list with 40 vulnerability detection counts, followed by Microsoft with 16 counts. We observed an
enormous decrease in SCADA vulnerabilities at 97.9%, while we detected an increase for zero-day (SCADA) in May. Meanwhile,
we saw a 27.3% drop in zero-day vulnerabilities.
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Vulnerabilities

Exploit Kit Attacks

In May, Rig exploit kit attacks decreased by 36.6%, while Magnitude also went down by 32.1%. Meanwhile, the numbers for the
Fallout (125.4%) and Spelevo (313.1%) exploit kits experienced a huge growth in exploit kit attacks in the same month. Grandsoft
samples dropped significantly by 93.2%. No particular factors stood out from our telemetry, but given the slow traffic and
movement from exploit kit attacks any small change may show significant percentages.
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SHN Overview

All Events, Devices, and Routers
Routers by country

In May, all the sample counts for events (6.1%), devices (8.4%), and routers (6.9%) slightly increased. The U.S. was the country
with the most active router detections, comprising 26.5% of the global total. Japan (16.5%) and China (11.6%) trailed behind the
U.S.
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SHN Overview

Top Events
Events
TELNET Default Password Login 1 ~26

45.2%

MISC Bitcoin or LiteCoin Mining Activity
MISC Bitcoin/LiteCoin/Dogecoin Mining Activity -2
MISC BitMonero Mining Activity
MISC Cryptocurrency Monero Mining Activity -1

17.7%

SMB Microsoft Windows SMB Server SMBv1 CVE-2017-0147 Information Disclosure

11.1%

RDP Brute Force Login

8.8%

FILE Android libstagefright mp4 tx3g Atom Multiple Buffer Overflow -1

4.1%

The TELNET protocol default password login accounted for around 45.2% of the events in May, while cryptocurrency mining came
in second with 17.7%.The Telnet default password login event is connected to attackers who wish to take advantage of users who
do not change default passwords provided by the vendors.
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SHN Possible Attacks

Outbound and Inbound:
Events, Devices, and Routers
Outbound

Inbound

There was a 1.6% drop in possible outbound attacks, while the counts for devices and routers increased slightly. On the other
hand, there was a 4.6% surge in possible inbound attacks, as well as for devices and routers going up by 9.3% and 7.6%
respectively.
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SHN Possible Attacks

Outbound and Inbound:
Key Events and Groups

Telnet Default Password, inbound attacks, and cryptocurrency mining were the key events in May. There was a slight increase in
Telnet Default Password, cryptocurrency mining events, and inbound attacks.
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SHN Possible Attacks

Outbound and Inbound:
Top Possible Attacks
Inbound Events

Outbound Events
SMB Microsoft Windows SMB Server SMBv1 CVE-20170147 Information Disclosure

64.6%

RDP Brute Force Login

29.3%

SSDP Simple Service Discovery Protocol Reflection
Denial of Service Vulnerability

12.6%

SMB Microsoft Windows SMB Server SMBv1 CVE2017-0147 Information Disclosure

23.2%

FILE Android libstagefright mp4 tx3g Atom Multiple
Buffer Overflow -1

13.4%

MALWARE Suspicious IoT Worm TELNET Activity -1

5.1%

FILE Android libstagefright mp4 tx3g Atom Multiple
Buffer Overflow -1

1.9%

SIP Asterisk PJSIP Endpoint Presence Disclosure (CVE2018-12227)

7.0%

WEB Brute Force Login -1.1021

1.5%

EXPLOIT Netcore Router Backdoor Access

3.6%

Like last year, most outbound attacks were Microsoft Windows SMB attacks (64.6%). Meanwhile, brute force login attacks and
Microsoft Windows SMB were the top two detected possible inbound attacks.
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SHN Possible Attacks

Outbound and Inbound:
By Device Type
Inbound
attacks

Devices

Average

Desktop/Laptop

13,209,674

44,267

298

140

Smartphone

6,377,875

60,742

105

1,200

476

NAS

5,877,473

7,445

789

386,543

2,815

137

Unknown

4,756,169

13,604

350

IP Network Camera

92,580

1,025

90

Tablet

978,762

5,291

185

NAS

90,401

314

288

Android Device

978,615

11,824

83

Multimedia Device

77,476

171

453

IP Network Camera

563,754

3,776

149

Tablet

59,839

671

89

Miscellaneous

517,821

2,650

195

Game Console

43,600

211

207

Game Console

319,763

2,798

114

VoIP Phone

36,970

19

1,946

Router

203,395

640

318

Device type

Outbound
attacks

Devices

Average

Desktop/Laptop

5,327,790

6,879

775

Smartphone

793,980

5,682

Unknown

571,073

Android Device

In May, the most number of outbound attacks were
from desktops and laptops, followed by smartphones.

Device type

The most number of outbound attacks were from desktops
and laptops, followed by smartphones.
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SHN Possible Attacks

Outbound and Inbound:
By Country
Outbound

In May, the top three countries for outbound events were the U.S.,
Taiwan and China. These outbound possible attacks are from
inside (SHN routers) to outside (internet, servers, and devices).
Outbound events indicate the likelihood that a malicious
attack successfully compromised a router and was now
connecting with the attacker.

Inbound

The most number of inbound attacks were detected in Taiwan, the
U.S., and China. While detections decreased in Taiwan, the U.S.
and China experienced a slight increase in May.
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SHN Source

Top Source Countries: By Events and Distinct IPs
By events

By IPs

The majority of inbound security event counts (malicious activity directed towards the router) happened in China (18.4%), Russia
(10.7%), and the U.S. (10.4%). Looking at distinct IPs (meaning each distinct IP can be responsible for multiple events), we
observed that most were from Asia. Vietnam, Indonesia, and India were the top three countries with the most number of distinct IPs
that triggered SHN rules.
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What is SPN?
The Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ is a
global network of threat intelligence sensors with
continually updated email, web, and file reputation
databases in the cloud. This up-to-the-second threat
intelligence allows us to identify and block threats in
real time.
The Trend Micro reputation services check widelyused threat vectors to block spam/phishing,
compromised websites, malicious files, compromised
devices, and malicious mobile apps. They are:


Email Reputation Service (ERS)



Web Reputation Service (WRS)



File Reputation Service (FRS)



Mobile App Reputation Service (MARS)



IOT Reputation Service (IOTRS)
*These figures are approximate to show the SPN scale

250M+

2.5T+

sensors

threat queries
yearly

48B+

500K+

Threats blocked
yearly

commercial
customers
worldwide

What is ZDI?

What is MARS?

The Zero Day Initiative (ZDI) represents the world’s
largest vendor-agnostic bug bounty program. Interested
researchers provide the ZDI with exclusive information
about previously unpatched vulnerabilities they have
discovered. Then, the ZDI’s internal researchers and
analysts validate the issue in our security labs and make a
monetary offer to the researcher.

The Mobile App Reputation Service (MARS) is a cloudbased service that scans and analyzes the threat risk of
apps. It correlates web queries with SPN, dissects app
code and private data access, and also activates the app to
analyze its actual behavior.



Zero-Day vulnerabilities: Zero-days are vulnerabilities in a
system or device that have been disclosed but are not yet
patched. Because they were discovered before security
researchers and software developers became aware of
them—and before they can issue a patch—zero-day
vulnerabilities pose a higher risk to users.



SCADA vulnerabilities: SCADA systems run the world’s
various critical infrastructure sectors and are inherently
attractive to different threat actors. Threat actors can use
vulnerabilities to access SCADA systems and gather
information such as a facility’s layout, critical thresholds, or
device settings for use in later attacks.



Vendor vulnerabilities: Vulnerabilities in top vendors have the
potential to affect millions across the globe. Since popular
software and applications are installed on different devices
and used by many people, a high rate of vulnerabilities is
risky.

Apps that exhibit adware, spyware, premium service abuse
or rooting behavior are detected as malicious so users can
delete them. Apps that try and steal personal information
from the device are also categorized as dangerous.

What is an exploit kit?
An exploit kit is a type of toolkit that cybercriminals use to
attack vulnerabilities in systems so they can distribute
malware or perform other malicious activities. Exploit kits
are packaged with exploits that can target commonly
installed software such as Adobe Flash®, Java®, Microsoft
Silverlight®.
A typical exploit kit usually provides a management
console, a bunch of vulnerabilities targeted to different
applications, and several add-on functions that make it
easier for a cybercriminal to launch an attack.

What is BEC?
In a typical business email compromise (BEC), a scammer
impersonates a high-ranking executive and tricks an
employee (usually one connected to the finance
department) into transferring funds to the scammer’s
account.
There are 5 types of BEC:


The Bogus Invoice Scheme: Attackers pretend to be the
suppliers requesting fund transfers for payments to an
account owned by fraudsters.

What is a botnet?
A botnet (short for bot network) is a network of hijacked
computers and devices infected with bot malware and remotely
controlled by a hacker. In the past, botnets were popularly used
to execute DDoS attacks. But more recent botnet
operations were observed to have the ability to mine bitcoins,
intercept any data in transit, send logs that contain sensitive user
information to the botnet master, and consume the User’s
machine resources.

What is a C&C server?
A command-and-control (C&C) server is a computer controlled
by an attacker or cybercriminal which is used to send commands
to systems compromised by malware and receive stolen data
from a target network. Many campaigns have been found
using cloud-based services, such as webmail and file-sharing
services, as C&C servers to blend in with normal traffic and
avoid detection.



CEO Fraud: Attackers pose as the company CEO or any
executive and send an email to employees in finance,
requesting them to transfer money to the account they control.



Account Compromise: An executive or employee’s email
account is hacked and used to request invoice payments to
vendors listed in their email contacts. Payments are then sent
to fraudulent bank accounts.



Attorney Impersonation: Attackers pretend to be a lawyer or
someone from the law firm supposedly in charge of crucial
and confidential matters.



Number of Botnet Connections is the number of unique endpoints
that queries/connects to a C&C server, not necessarily blocked it
depends on the product setting



Data Theft: Employees under HR and bookkeeping are
targeted to obtain personally identifiable information (PII) or
tax statements of employees and executives.



Number of Botnet C&C Servers is the number of unique active
C&C Servers where the endpoint queries/connects

What is SHN?
Trend Micro Smart Home NetworkTM (SHN) is an
embedded network security solution designed to protect
against cyberattacks and provide network access
management for all connected devices in a home network.
It has been widely adopted by leading home router vendors
and deployed in more than two million households
worldwide.

In May (early June) 2019:




What does “source of possible attacks”
mean?
SHN looks at the IP addresses of active routers to
determine the source of an event or possible attack.
If a router which supports the SHN solution and has
security features enabled triggers a security event, we
confirm which direction the attack is coming from and
further check what attack source triggered the security
event. After that, we then confirm the real focus of the
attack.



1,327,858: Active routers from January 1 to June 2, 2019


Active routers are the routers with SHN solution enabled and
can be monitored by SHN.



These active routers are called “SHN routers.”

1,103,133: Daily average active routers as of June 1, 2019



Active routers (SHN routers) are the routers with SHN solution
enabled and can be monitored by SHN.



The daily average is calculated from last 5 days.

12,658,886: Daily average active devices as of June 1, 2019


Active devices detected by those SHN routers: these are the
internet-capable devices connected to the SHN routers (for
example smartphones or IoT devices in homes with an active
router).



The daily average is calculated from last 5 days.

What are events and possible
attacks?

What are inbound and outbound
possible attacks?

“Events” are when SHN rules are triggered for
greynet applications, which are not necessarily
malicious and may oftentimes include potentially
unwanted programs such as adware or other
grayware. Some events are simply strong indicators
that an attack may happen. For example, the event
“TELNET Default Password Login” is an indication
that someone is systematically using default
passwords to try and access the router—it is not yet
an attack.

Once the packet triggers our DPI Intrusion Prevention
System (IPS) rule, we'll extract following information
from feedback data:

And, some events cannot be clearly defined as
malicious. Cryptocurrency mining is not considered
an attack because there are some individuals who
choose to actively mine cryptocurrency.
“Possible attacks” are high-risk events that are
closely related to threat activity. For example, one of
the top possible attacks is Microsoft Windows
SMB Attack which is linked to the infamous MS17010, the EternalBlue exploit connected to the
WannaCry ransomware attack.



Event role: if the home device is a Server or Client



Packet flow: if the direction is going from home to internet
(outbound), or from internet to home (inbound)



Rule ID and Name: we can reference our signature DB to
know the attack’s characteristics and determine its
severity. We also consider if the packet's source is an
attacker or packet's destination is an attacker.

Given the above conditions, we can judge if this event
(possible attack) was an outbound possible attack or
inbound possible attack. In other words, “possible
attacks" are separated into inbound and outbound
attacks
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